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Abstrat

In this paper, we propose an improvement of the

extended z-bu�er. This objet representation

is well adapted to the NC mahining simula-

tion as pratied in the workshops. However,

it does not keep in memory the history of the

onstrution of the workpiee. Indeed, to go

bak in the visualization proess, it is neessary

to replay the simulation from the �rst stage of

the mahining. We propose an algorithm to

obtain an interative simulation by using two

new data strutures alled traes : one trae in

a spei�ed viewing diretion, the other in time.

The Z-trae or omplete trae allows the part to

be modelized again at any given moment. The

time-trae or fast trae only displays a spei�

moment of the simulation but the setting up of

an animation is possible beause this trae an

be onsulted quikly. The experimental evalu-

ation shows our method is ompatible with the

memory apaity and the proessing speed of

standard PC hardware, thus to workshops use.

1 Introdution

NC Milling Simulation is pratied in the work-

shops with the standard PC graphis hardware.

With the simulation, the mahine operator tries

to �nd out the errors whih may appear during

a real mahining. He needs to know where,

when and how these errors appear so as to

measure their impat and thus �nd adequate

solutions. The best way of ahieving this is to

perform an interative simulation where the op-

erator an visualize not only the �nished part

but also the di�erent phases of the mahining.

In order to follow the atual material removal

and to visualize a spei� moment of the ma-

hining, two possibilities are available. It is �rst

possible to exeute again the simulation from

the beginning to the hosen moment, however,

this is rather time onsuming. The seond so-

lution onsists in gluing together the virtual

part and hips obtained and memorized during

the simulation. To visualize faster a spei�

moment of the mahining, we hoose to fous

on the seond solution whih allows the di�er-

ent mahining phases to be stored in two data

strutures, and we introdue the notion of trae

in the extended z-bu�er. An animation is done

thanks to a time-trae or fast trae whih makes

it possible to go bak very quikly to a spei�

moment of the simulation. To obtain an inter-

ative simulation and to enable the operator to

orret the errors of the program, we propose

a omplete trae whih allows the part to be

modelized at any given moment, the simulation

an then ontinue from a modi�ed part. The

originality of our work lies in this dual point of

view : one trae in a spei�ed viewing diretion,

the other in time.

2 Mahining simulation with the

extended z-bu�er tehnique

The omplete mahining of a part involves a

sequene of toolpaths. Eah toolpath is hara-

terized by the way the tool enter moves (linear

or irular interpolation) and by the position-

ing in spae (starting point and end point) The

simulation onsists in following the movement

of the tool by determining the volume of mate-

rial removed from the part by the tool during

a toolpath. To obtain a realisti simulation,

we hoose a \ontinuous" removal of material.

The toolpath must be disretized into elemen-

tary positions representing the di�erent posi-

tions of the tool enter. The di�erent \stages"

of the mahining simulation are de�ned by the

suessive elementary positions of the tool en-

ter. These elementary positions are obtained

by generalizing the Bresenham's algorithm in

a 3D spae (3D DDA). The bigger the hosen

resolution, the more numerous the positions.

To evaluate the volume removal during the

simulation, a alulation of volume intersetion

of the part with eah position of the tool enter

is obtained by using boolean operations, suh

as subtration when milling. Complete mahin-

ing onsists of many thousand tool positions.

Intersetion alulations are more and more nu-

merous, so the omputational ost is intensive

and time-onsuming. During the simulation,

a graphial representation is displayed. Sev-

eral methods have already been developed in

the �eld of mahining simulation ; two main
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Figure 1: Boolean operations between two dexels at stage n.

ategories an be distinguished : the methods

based on 3 D models like the CSG method and

the B-Rep whih both require at least an O(n

3

)

exeution time [1℄, and the methods based on

image spae suh as the extended z-bu�er [2℄

and the Ray-Representation [3℄. In this paper,

we fous on the extended z-bu�er tehnique.

Van Hook was the �rst sientist to �x a view

point in the image spae and to de�ne an ex-

tended z-bu�er whih ontains depth elements,

alled dexels. A sorted list of dexels is asso-

iated with eah pixel. A dexel represents a

retangular solid and orresponds to a part of

the blok behind a pixel for a �xed view point.

With the extended z-bu�er, an objet an be

displayed in a spei�ed viewing diretion [4℄.

The part and the tool are also represented by

extended z-bu�ers. When mahining, we work

on the extended z-bu�er data struture of the

part, beause only the tool removes material

from the part. The boolean operations require

two extended z-bu�ers [5℄. At eah elementary

position the extended z-bu�er of the part and

the extended z-bu�er of the tool have to be

ompared dexel by dexel. As a lists of dex-

els is assoiated with eah pixel, a dexel an

be interpreted geometrially as a segment of

a given ray in the spei�ed viewing diretion.

With the extended z-bu�er tehnique, boolean

subtration operations an be simply performed

on one-dimensional line segment intersetions.

The extended z-bu�er takes an expeted time

of O(n) [1℄. A dexel ontains graphi, spa-

tial and modeling information about its near

depth value (NearZ), its far depth value (FarZ),

its olor and a pointer to the following dexel.

The material is bounded by the NearZ and the

FarZ. Algorithmially, the omparison between

the di�erent extended z-bu�ers is performed by

operations on sorted lists. We fous on two

dimensions : the depth in the spei�ed viewing

diretion and the time.

3 The z-trae or omplete trae

For a given stage, it is possible to rereate a

sene idential to the sene performed during

the mahining simulation thanks to the z-trae.

The data of the trae are de�ned when the

extended z-bu�er is updated during the simula-

tion. It is then neessary to de�ne an algorithm

using these data.

3.1 Charateristis of the z-trae.

The basi element of the z-trae, alled Z-

element, is derived from the dexel struture.



However, it ontains two supplementary piees

of data whih de�ne the moment when a Z ap-

pears in the trae (reation stage) and when

it disappears (disappearing stage). For eah Z

of the extended z-bu�er (both for a NearZ or

for a FarZ), a Z-element is de�ned in the trae.

The Z-element ontains the following informa-

tion : the value, the olor, the reation stage,

the deletion stage and a pointer to the follow-

ing element. A list of Z-elements is assoiated

with eah pixel on the image. As the extended

z-bu�er does not have any memory, the dexels

are modi�ed, even deleted, when material is re-

moved. To show that a Z-element is no longer

present in the bu�er, it is neessary to use in

the trae a piee of data whih an memorize

the deletion of the extended z-bu�er. This is

the deletion stage.

3.2 Setting-up of the z-trae.

3.2.1 Initialization

The initial part is desribed by the z-trae re-

ated during the initialization (stage 0).

3.2.2 Updating

The trae an be updated by studying the dif-

ferent boolean operations between the two ex-

tended z-bu�ers presented in �gure 1. For a

stage n of the simulation, a dexel of the part is

ompared to a dexel of the tool. The material

is bounded by a NearZ (Z0) whih appears at

a stage i of the simulation and by a FarZ (Z1)

whih is reated at a stage j of the simulation.

Stages i and j take plae at any time before the

present stage n. The z-trae is built while the

extended z-bu�er is modi�ed.

Creation of a dexel (ase 1 in �gure 1).

When a new dexel is reated in the extended

z-bu�er, two new Z-values appear. This ap-

pearane has reperussions on the z-trae : two

new Z-elements are reated. They are sorted

in a list aording to the inreasing Z-values.

Information suh as Z-value and the reation

stage must be updated.

Deletion of a dexel (ase 2 in �gure 1).

When a dexel is deleted from the extended z-

bu�er, the information about this dexel is lost

for the extended z-bu�er. The z-trae must

keep in memory all the operations performed

on the extended z-bu�er. The deletion of the

dexel involves the updating of the deletion stage

in the trae.

Modi�ation of a dexel (ases 3 and 4 in

�gure 1). The front of a dexel an be redued

(ase 3), then the value of its NearZ is modi�ed.

The bak of a dexel an be redued (ase 4),

then the value of its FarZ is modi�ed. In both

ases the trae undergoes two modi�ations :

the updating of the Z-element already present

in the trae (the deletion stage is updated), and

the reation of a new Z-element whose value,

olor and reation stage are known.

Thanks to this analysis, it is possible to infer

the following rules :

Rule 1. In the z-trae, all the modi�ations of

the extended z-bu�er are listed.

Rule 2. If a dexel (i.e. two new values of Z)

is put into the extended z-bu�er, then two Z-

elements are reated in the trae.

Rule 3. If a dexel (i.e. two new values of Z)

is deleted in the extended z-bu�er, then two

Z-elements are updated in the trae.

Rule 4. If and only if a NearZ is modi�ed in

the extended z-bu�er, then only one Z-element

is added and only one other is updated in the

trae.

Rule 5. If and only if a FarZ is modi�ed in

the extended z-bu�er, then only one Z-element

is added and only one other is updated in the

trae.

3.3 Reonstrution of the sene at stage n

The extended z-bu�er is going to be reon-

struted as it was at stage n of the simulation,

starting from the z-trae (�gure 2a).

1. It is �rst neessary to selet the Z-

elements (�gure 2b) that verify the follow-

ing inequalities :

( reation stage � stage n ) AND

( deletion stage > stage n )

A list ordered aording to the inreasing

Z is obtained in whih the NearZ and the

FarZ are alternated. Aording to rule 4

if the deletion stage of a single NearZ is

updated in the trae, then a new NearZ

is reated. Thus if the extended z-bu�er

is onstruted from the trae, a Z ordered

list where a NearZ follows a FarZ is always

obtained. The same is true with rule 5 and

FarZ. Rules 2 and 3 also show that if two

elements of the trae are modi�ed or re-

ated, the result is neessarily a NearZ or

a FarZ, whih maintains the alternation

between the NearZ and the FarZ.

2. Seondly, it is neessary to pair up Z-

elements (�gure 2). They make up a

dexel whose NearZ takes the value of the

�rst Z-element, and whose FarZ takes the

value of the seond Z-element.

3. Finally, the extended z-bu�er is obtained

by linking the dexels.

4 Time-trae or fast trae

For a given stage, it is possible to display a
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Figure 2: Reonstrution of the sene at stage n = 3.

sene thanks to the time-trae. The data of the

trae are de�ned when the extended z-bu�er

is updated. It is then neessary to de�ne an

algorithm using these data. The z-trae and

the time-trae are totally independent.

4.1 Charateristis of the time-trae.

With the extended z-bu�er, the diretion of

view is along the inreasing Z-values. When a

pixel is displayed, it is neessary to onsider the

last Z of the extended z-bu�er (it is therefore a

FarZ).

Rule 6. The pixel displayed is the last FarZ of

the extended z-bu�er.

The time-trae evolves while the last FarZ is

modi�ed. As with the extended z-bu�er, a list

of time-elements is assoiated with eah pixel

on the image. The time-element is also the ba-

si element of the time-trae. It ontains the

following information : the value and the olor

of the last FarZ, the reation stage whih mem-

orizes the time when the last FarZ appears in

the trae and a pointer to the following element.

4.2 Setting-up of the time-trae.

4.2.1 Initialization

The initial part is desribed by the time-trae

reated during the initialization (stage 0).

4.2.2 Updating

The updating of the time trae is only possible

by studying the di�erent boolean operations

between the two extended z-bu�ers on one-

dimensional line segment, presented in �gure 1.

For a stage n of the simulation, a dexel of the

part is ompared to a dexel of the tool. The

material is bounded by a NearZ (Z0) whih

appears at a stage i of the simulation and by a

FarZ (Z1) whih is reated at a stage j of the

simulation. Stages i and j take plae at any

time before the present stage n.

Creation of a dexel (ase 1 in �gure 1).

The updating of this trae does not take this

operation into onsideration beause the last

FarZ is not modi�ed.

Deletion of a dexel (ase 2 in �gure 1).

If the deleted dexel is the last dexel of the ex-

tended z-bu�er, then the updating of this trae

takes this operation into onsideration. Two

ases an be examined. In the �rst ase, the

last dexel is the single dexel of the extended

z-bu�er. A new time-element is reated : its

reation stage is also the present stage n. Its

Z-value and its olor are the data of the bak-

ground. In the seond ase, the last dexel of

the extended z-bu�er is preeded by another

dexel, then a new time-element is reated : its

reation stage is also the present stage n. Its

Z-value and its olor orresponds to the Z-value

and the olor of the previous dexel.

Modi�ation of a dexel (ases 3 and 4 in

�gure 1). The front of a dexel an be redued

(ase 3), then the value of its NearZ is modi-

�ed. In this ase, the time-trae is unhanged

beause, aording to rule 6, the time-trae is

updated when the last FarZ is modi�ed. The

bak of a dexel an be redued (ase 4), then

the value of its FarZ is modi�ed. Aording to

rule 6, the time-trae is updated if and only if

the modi�ed FarZ is the last FarZ. A new time-

element is reated : its reation stage, its new

FarZ-value and it olors are also known. The

time-trae is ordered in time along the reation

stage.

The updating is performed only in the two fol-

lowing ases :

1. when the FarZ of the last dexel is modi�ed

(ase 4),

2. when the last dexel is deleted.
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4.3 Reonstrution of the sene at

stage n.

The olor of eah pixel has to be the same as it

was at stage n of the simulation, starting from

the time-trae (�gure 2a). It is neessary to ex-

amine the time-trae up to stage s whih veri�es

the following inequality :

( reation stage s � stage n )

If reation stage s = stage n, then the Z-value

and the olor of the pixel at stage n are found.

If reation stage s > stage n, then the Z-value

and the olor of the pixel at stage n are the

Z-value and the olor of the Z-element whih

preedes the Z-element at stage s, beause the

next modi�ation takes plae after stage n.

5 Experimental evaluation

Let's take the example of the mahining simu-

lation of a small mould. Mahining this mould

requires 17,108 toolpaths - most of them being

0.5 mm long - as well as a 107�72�33 mm

stok and a 3 mm tool. The mahining takes

1 h 30 min with a three-axis milling mahine.

To evaluate the algorithms of the extended z-

bu�er and of the traes, a 300 Mhz PC is used.

It has a level-two 512 Ko ahe memory and

a 128 Mo RAM. The simulation software uses

diret aess to a standard graphis board. A

640�480 image (307,200 pixels)

1

is used. The

data strutures have 307,200 dexels, Z-elements

and time-elements when initialized. A dexel

and a time-element use 12 otets while a Z-

element has 16 otets. For an image of a given

size, the number of elements varies aording

to several parameters : the size and the shape

of the stok, the number of toolpaths and the

mahining strategy used, and the view point.

First, we study the memory and the time re-

quired to reate traes. We analyse the results

related to : the onstrution of an extended z-

bu�er, the onstrution of an extended z-bu�er

and a z-trae, and the onstrution of an ex-

tended z-bu�er and a time-trae. The results

related to the memory used are presented in ta-

ble 1. The reation of the extended z-bu�er

takes 99.42 s. The reation of the extended

z-bu�er and the setting-up of the z-trae take

103.04 s while the reation of the extended z-

bu�er and the setting-up of the time-trae take

101.23 s. These times do not take into aount

the display time as only the reation of the ex-

tended z-bu�er and the traes are signi�ant

here.

We now study the reonstrution times of

senes without display. Considering the large

number of elementary positions present in the

simulation (44,084), we list simulation senes

whih orrespond to arbitrary elementary posi-

tions in table 2. For example, the sene in whih

the part has already undergone a tenth of the

simulation is listed in the �rst olumn. This

orresponds to the position 4,408 when the ex-

tended z-bu�er is onstruted. To simplify mat-

ters, let's say that this simulation stage is alled

\stage

1

10

". In table 2, the time required is listed

for any given stage : for the onstrution of the

extended z-bu�er, for the reonstrution of the

sene with the z-trae, and for the reonstru-

tion of the sene with the time-trae.

These results show how useful and eÆient

the traes are. The z-trae is onstruted in

103.04 s, that is to say only 3.6 % more than

the onstrution of the extended z-bu�er itself.

However, the z-trae requires 45.64 Mo, that

is to say 921.5 % more than the extended z-

bu�er. The onstrution of the z-trae requires

only slightly more time than the onstrution

of the extended z-bu�er while the memory o-

upation is muh bigger for the trae than for

the extended z-bu�er itself. To reonstrut any

given sene, the z-trae uses in the worst ase

only 5.2 % of the time neessary to onstrut

the same sene with the extended z-bu�er. A

hoie must be made between memory and ex-

eution time.

It is also possible to study the time-trae. It

is onstruted in 101.23 s, that is only 1.8 %

more than the onstrution of the extended z-

bu�er itself. The time-trae requires 24.88 Mo,

that is to say 456.9 % more than the extended

z-bu�er. To reonstrut any given sene, the

time-trae uses in the worst ase only 0.5 % of

the time neessary to onstrut the same sene

with the extended z-bu�er.

1

For this spei�ed view, one pixel orresponds to 0.26 mm.



Pixels z-bu�er z-trae time-

Toolpaths of trae

(Positions) the part Created Deleted All the Z-elements Time-

dexels dexels dexels elements

17,108 121,067 83,217 52,427 390,417 2,991,055 2,174,530

(44,084) 0.96Mo 0.60Mo 4.46Mo 45.64Mo 24.88Mo

Table 1: Memory oupation.

Stage

1

10

Stage

1

4

Stage

1

2

Stage

3

4

Last stage

z-bu�er

2

10.88 26.03 50.14 74.20 99.42

z-trae

2

0.56 0.57 0.57 0.58 0.57

t-trae

3

0.06 0.09 0.17 0.25 0.31

Table 2: Reonstrution of the sene (time in seonds).

Although the z-trae and the time-trae are

totally separate, the time-trae an be set up

faster than the z-trae. Indeed, the former

is only updated in ertain ases (f. rule 6)

whereas the latter follows all the updating

stages of the extended z-bu�er. Furthermore,

in the time-trae the time-elements are already

put in order when reated while in the time-

trae the Z-elements have to be put in order

in the list. By using the time-trae the sene

is reonstruted faster. Thus it is not nees-

sary to searh the wanted value (the olor) in

this trae, ontrary to the z-trae where all the

Z-elements must be examined to hek if the in-

equalities allowing for the reonstrution of the

sene are respeted, whatever the hosen stage.

The time-trae takes up less memory than the

z-trae. It seems better adapted to reonstrut

a sene rapidly but the z-trae still has the ad-

vantage of rereating the extended z-bu�er. In

the latter ase it is possible to go beyond mere

observation and to perform again the simulation

with di�erent toolpaths. Again, it is neessary

to hoose here between time and the number of

possible ations. The previous results show the

speed of the simulation : the mahining with a

milling mahine takes about 1 h 30 min whereas

the visualization of the �nal part with the ex-

tended z-bu�er takes less than 100 s. The re-

sults also show how eÆient the data strutures

are : reonstruting one given stage of a time

or z-trae is always faster than onstruting the

extended z-bu�er up to the same stage. This is

why we hoose the faster time-trae to perform

an interative simulation and to revisualize the

simulation of the part mahining between any

two stages hosen by the user. The animation

is studied by showing all the stages suessively

on the sreen. It is done in two ways : �rst, the

simulation is run by using the extended z-bu�er,

then the time-trae is used.

The animation is done between two stages

alled S

1

and S

2

. It orresponds in table 3 to

the interval [S

1

,S

2

℄. For instane, in the ol-

umn whih ontains the interval [

1

10

,

1

4

℄, the an-

imation starts with an image orresponding to

a tenth of the toolpaths (S

1

=

1

10

) and it ends

when a fourth of the toolpaths are proessed

(S

2

=

1

4

). The simulation of the mahining is re-

played from stage S

1

to stage S

2

. When S

1

6=0,

a preliminary phase is neessary. The �rst stage

of the simulation (S

1

) is also loated in the data

struture. Now the \atual" animation (what is

seen by the user) an begin and take plae from

stage S

1

to stage S

2

. That is why we listed

exeution times in the two following phases :

� from 0 to S

1

(if S

1

6=0) (olumn (a)). For

the �rst line, the exeution time inludes

the onstrution of the extended z-bu�er

up to stage S

1

and the diplay of the image

orresponding to stage S

1

. For the se-

ond line, the exeution time inludes the

searh in the trae for the Time-element

orresponding to stage S

1

and the display

of the olor of this element for eah pixel.

2

For one simulation.

3

Average for 100 simulations.
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(b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (a) (b) (b)

z-bu�er 11.21 10.71 16.31 25.81 27.36 50.81 27.24 76.02 26.86 108.86

t-trae 1.49 0.55 2.03 0.61 7.19 0.66 7.19 0.71 7.53 24.44

Table 3: Animation (time in seonds).

� from S

1

to S

2

(olumn (b)). For stages

S

i

suh as S

1

< S

i

� S

2

, the exeution

time of the �rst line inludes the evolu-

tion of the extended z-bu�er from stage

S

1

to stage S

2

and the updating of the

image for all the stages S

i

. In the se-

ond line, the exeution time inludes the

searh in the trae for the Time-element

orresponding to stage S

i

and the display

of the updated image. If S

1

=0, then the

image orresponding to stage 0 (the part)

is displayed at the beginning of the simu-

lation.

It is interesting to note that if all the olumns

labelled (b) in table 3 are added exluding the

last one, the result obtained is oherent with

that of the last olumn whih orresponds to

the entire simulation.

The previous results show how useful a time-

trae is to set up an animation. The anima-

tion obtained with the time-trae for the �rst

mahining stages is indeed ten times as fast as

the one obtained with the extended z-bu�er. In

the ase of the entire mahining simulation, the

time-trae is 4.4 times as fast as with the ex-

tended z-bu�er. The extended z-bu�er is then

obtained with 17,108 toolpaths in 108.86 s, that

is to say 6.36 ms for eah toolpath. The data

struture of the time-trae keeps the data ne-

essary for the simulation of 17,108 toolpaths,

whih is obtained in 24.44 s, that is to say

1.43 ms for eah toolpath. With the time-trae,

it is possible to get a faster, more eÆient and

friendly-user animation.

In table 3, the senes are replayed hrono-

logially but the animation an also \go bak

in time" and \rewind" the trae. It starts with

the �nal mahining senes, and ends with the

�rst mahining senes. The algorithmi solu-

tion onsists in turning the linked ordered lists

of time-elements assoiated with eah pixel into

doubly-linked ordered lists.

6 Conlusion

To rereate a given sene in NC milling simula-

tion using extended z-bu�er, we have presented

two methods : the �rst one is based on the

depth aording to a spei�ed viewing dire-

tion, the seond is based on time. The z-trae is

a omplete trae whih an entirely reonstrut

a sene. On the other hand, the time-trae is

faster but only displays the sene. The setting

up of the traes is all the more useful as the

extra time neessary to elaborate the traes is

very limited ompared with the reonstrution

of the sene. Thanks to the time-trae, the ani-

mation is made possible, and the user an replay

interatively any given phase of the mahining.

Although this method is memory onsuming,

it is ompatible with the memory apaity and

the proessing speed of PCs assembled today.
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